Excerpt from Lanello’s HeartStream on His Ascension Day

Announcement about the Argentina-Uruguay Pilgrimage

Now, dearest ones, within a few short days a team of this movement is preparing an announcement and sharing for you about the pilgrimage to Argentina and Uruguay this October. This is a very important opportunity for you who consider yourselves to be world servers par excellence. If you would be initiated by the Divine Director there in South America, if you would collaborate with us on a world and planetary scale to bring this teaching and this understanding to thousands and millions, be there! Prepare now. Save the resources. Make your plans. Set the dates upon your calendars.

I call one or two from every nation to be representatives of your Hearts Centers to come and sit at the table when we will have our first International Congress to discuss what has been occurring, what you see as possibility, what your burdens are that we may address, and how we together may move forward our work for coming years and decades.

You see, blessed ones, the more you plan, the more you collaborate, the greater the action of light to coalesce within what you envision and co-create through your planning. Therefore plan well! Conceive miracles, the magical, and the miraculous as already Self-realized. If necessary co-create a universal Hearts Center vision board or treasure map. Bring your pictures, your dreams, the words that represent your vision, your mission, and your ideas of a new age to this event.

And when you co-create this alchemy together and manifest it through the will that you release with Morya, me, the Divine Director and others, truly it will be an impetus to carry that dream into reality in due time. And even though you may not fully Self-realize all of your future dreams, others will pick up on that vision in future years and generations. Others will be called by us who are even now aborning in the earth or small children who have already caught that dream and vision on the inner and have incarnated, or will soon, in order to assist you in this epic work of the ages.